1. Parallel Plates Consider a very large conducting plate at potential $V_0$ suspended a distance $d$ above a very large grounded plane. Find the potential between the plates. The plates are large enough so that they may be considered to be infinite. This means that one can neglect fringing fields.

2. Forces and pressure Suppose that the forces of mutual attraction cause the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor to move together by an infinitesimal distance $d$.
   (a) Use the idea that the pressure on the plates, $P = \frac{\varepsilon_0}{2}E^2$ to express the work done by electrostatic forces, in terms of the field $E$ and $A$ the area of the plates.
   (b) Use the idea that the energy per unit volume is $\frac{\varepsilon_0}{2}E^2$ to determine the energy loss by the field in this process. Should the answers to parts (a) & (b) be the same?

3. Charge above a conducting plane A positive point charge $q$ is fixed at the point $(0, 0, z_0)$ above a grounded conducting plane at $z = 0$.
   (a) What is the total charge induced on the plane?
   (b) Determine the radius of the circle centered at the origin in the $xy$ plane which enclose half of the total charge induced on the plane.
   (c) Determine the force on the charge.
   (d) Determine the energy in the electric field. How does this compare with the energy of two charges $+q$ and $-q$ at a separation of $2z_0$?

4. Boundary value problem Two infinitely long grounded conducting plates at $y = 0$ and $y = L$ are connected at $x = \pm L/2$ by metal strips maintained at a potential $V_0y/L$. Find the potential inside the resulting rectangular pipe.